
2
Work with simple Sequences

I will show you examples and problems and explain the properties of
std::vector in detail here. To further experience its features, please
work on the exercises of this chapter. A vector should be the first
consideration if you need to keep several or many similar things
in a program. At least you should always rule out any standard
container, before you build your own, even if that is what you have
been trained to do in school.

Sequences of C++ values of the generic parameter type T are pro-
vided by std::vector<T>. Within the angle brackets we write the
type the elements of the vector, for example std::vector<int> for a
sequence of int values. In contrast to other object-oriented languages
std::vector<T> actually provides storage for its elements not only
for references to them, so there is not need to acquire memory for a
vector’s elements from the heap as it would be in Java™ . The fol-
lowing code defines a vector<int> variable and initializes with the
numbers from 1 to 5.

[0] [1] [2] [3] [4]

1 2 3 4 5 ...

"begin() "end()
Figure 2.1: vector smallInts with
indices, values and begin() and end()
iterators.

vector<int> smallInts{1,2,3,4,5};

2.1 Accessing a Container

This section demonstrates the different means for accessing a con-
tainer’s elements, based on std::vector. All these means work also
for accessing the characters in a std::string and except for indexed
access also work for the other containers in the standard library.

Indexing

Accessing a std::vector’s elements can be done through several
means. You can use the index operator[] like std::cout << smallInts
[3]; that prints the value 4, because the indexing starts with zero.
To study the options on how to work with a vector’s elements let us
consider several examples on how to output our vector. We pass it
together with the intended output stream to an output function. Like
the stream object, we use the reference symbol & to pass our vector,
but in contrast we also use const to mark the reference. This "pass
by const ref" parameter declaration works almost the same as pass
by value, i. e., it allows passing temporary objects created from ex-
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pressions, but in contrast it avoids a potential expensive copy of the
underlying vector instance, which might have millions of elements.
For many occasions, declaring a function parameter to pass by const
reference const & is a good choice for potentially big parameters that
will not be mutated in the called function, because it avoids copying
the value.

void outputIndex(std::ostream& out, std::vector<int> const & v) {

for (size_t i{0}; i<v.size(); ++i){

out << v[i] << ", ";

}

out << "\n";

}

This counting loop is one of the most common but also problem-
atic. It uses the integer type size_t is an unsigned type big enough
to hold all possible array indices. In a 64bit program size_t might
be identical to unsigned long long. While this classic for loop is
most commonly used it is also the most error prone. Did you never
write an indexed loop that was either running to short or too long
or used an index out of bounds? I would say that I myself write
a first version of such a loop with its bounds wrong about 20% of
the time. In addition using the index operator with an index out of
bounds on a std::vector as well as with regular arrays is undefinedundefined behavior
behavior with all its dangers. I strongly recommend that you only use
indexing with great care and when other options I’ll show you next
do not work better.

Range-based for loop

Fortunately since C++11 we’ve got a range-based for loop that avoids
the indexing problem totally and allows us to have a piece of code to
be executed for all elements in a container.

for(int x:v){

out << x << ", ";

}

out << "\n";

This version looks simpler than the indexing one, but it is based
on an infrastructure behind the scenes that is essential for effectively
working with the standard library. Each container, such as std::

vector can represent its range of elements by a pair of iterators.iterators

Iterators

The abstraction provided by iterators is one of the key mechanisms
of the C++ standard library. The range-based for loop, for exam-
ple, is built upon the availability of a container’s begin() and end()

member functions. The iterator returned from begin() denotes the
first element. It actually "points" to the element, whereas the iterator
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returned from end() "points" behind the last element in the range.
In mathematical sense the two iterators form a half-open interval
of elements [begin(), end()). A hand-rolled loop using a container’s
iterators looks like the following piece of code.

for(auto it=v.begin(); it != v.end(); ++it){

out << *it << ", ";

}

out << "\n";

You might have noted that this code uses the global functions
begin(v) and end(v) to access the vector’s iterators. This is the pre-
ferred way of accessing the iterators, because it also works for plain
arrays. There exists further similar function pairs cbegin(), cend()
for guaranteeing read-only access to a containers elements and if per-
mitted by the underlying container rbegin(), rend() and crbegin(),
crend() for iterating the container backwards.

We are also using another newer feature of C++. To declare the it-
eration variable it we would have to spell its underlying type which
is std::vector<int>::const_iterator in our case. That not only is
a long name to type even with auto completion of the IDE, but it also
is fragile, in case we chose to use either another type of data struc-
ture than std::vector or pass it by reference to modify its elements.
Using auto instead and initialize the variable with an assignment,
the compiler will automatically deduce the correct type from the ini-
tial value, the one returned by v.begin(). We could have used auto

instead of int in the range-based for loop as well.
Using the iterators in a regular for loop looks complicated but I

showed it, because understanding how iterators work, is important
for effective use of the standard library. For a C-programmer an it-
erator looks like a pointer to an array and the syntax to work with
iterators is deliberately chosen, so that such pointers can effectively
be used as valid iterators when using the library. So an iterator points
to a current element that is accessed through the prefix dereference
operator* as in *it. Stepping to the next element is by incrementing
the iterator with prefix operator++. Since we’ve got a pair of itera-
tors, once we reached the open end() iterator, we are done visiting
all elements.

That explanation reads complicated, but in contrast to our index-
ing loop, it works with all containers from the standard library and
even simple arrays when you use pointers. And now the clou, you
rarely need to write such loops yourself. Many many pre-defined
algorithm functions exist in the standard library that correctly im- algorithm
plement often-used algorithms based on iterators. That way these
algorithms work with all containers, ranges, or data structures that
can be defined based on iterators.
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Algorithm for_each with Lambda

The most generic algorithm is for_each that can be used with an-
other new language feature, a lambda expression. To be able to uselambda
for_each you need to include the header <algorithm>.

for_each(rbegin(v),rend(v),

[](int x){std::cout << x << ", ";});

out << "\n";

The lambda expression denotes a piece of code—a function—that
is defined in-line and is passed as an argument to the for_each al-
gorithm function. As the algorithm’s name denotes, that function
is called for each element in the range denoted by the iterator argu-
ments. A lambda expression consists of a pair of brackets [] marking
the start of a lambda exression, an optional parameter declaration
and a function body within braces {}. Here we specify the type of
the element passed as argument to the lambda function as int. From
C++14 on we can use type deduction with auto also for lambda ar-
guments. Note that we have used std::cout instead of our function
parameter denoting the stream, because it would require to capture
that parameter by reference as [&out] between the lambda brackets.
Such a captured variable is an argument to the lambda, that is given
when the lambda is created, whereas the parameters in the paren-
theses (int x) is the parameter that is provided when the lambda
function is actually called later in the algorithm. With the lambda
capturing the output stream out and type deduction for the element
type passed the for_each call looks like the following piece of code.

for_each(crbegin(v),crend(v),

[&out](auto x){out << x << ", ";});

Algorithm copy and ostream iterator

While using for_each with a lambda is not simpler than the range-
based for above, we yet have to figure out an algorithm that is a
better match to what we actually intend to achieve. What is happen-
ing is actually that we take each element from the vector and copy
it to the output stream. In the standard library there definitely exist
algorithms for copying elements from one range—given by a pair of
input iterators—to another. Some of these algorithms have the abil-input iterator
ity to select elements to be copied or to transform elements while
they are copied. Whenever a target range is asked for, that is only
indicated by one output iterator since the length of the range is al-output iterator
ready specified by the pair of input iterators. What is missing now
is a suitable output iterator that will actually perform the copy to
the output stream. This iterator is called std::ostream_iterator<

int>{out,", "} and it allows to specify the type of the elements, the
stream they are output to and a string used as delimiter after each
element. It is defined in the header <iterator>. Using that suitable
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ostream_iterator and the simplest form of the copy algorithm our
output example looks as follows:

copy(begin(v),end(v),std::ostream_iterator<int>{out,", "});

out << "\n";

The type std::ostream_iterator<int> has quite a long name and
makes the code a bit hard to read, because of the long line. C++
allows to declare an alias for such long or interesting names using
using alias = type;. This allows to make call the copy algorithm a alias declaration
bit shorter.

using outiter=std::ostream_iterator<int>;

copy(v.begin(), v.end(), outiter{out,", "});

out << "\n";

typedef versus using alias-declarations

Previous versions of C++ used the keyword typedef to intro-
duce an alias for a type. A typedef declaration looks like a
parameter declaration with the keyword put in front and the
parameter name taking the role of the newly defined alias.
Our example would look like the following
typedef std::ostream_iterator<int> outiter;

While this is still common practice I recommend that you use
using instead, since it is easier to read, you can immediately
spot the alias name. Just compare
typedef int &(*typ)(int &i); with
using typ=int &(*)(int &i);

Both means to define a type alias do not actually define a
new type, but only declare an often shorter alternative name
for an existing type. In addition using auto for variable defi-
nitions reduces the need for abbreviations for types. Cevelop
provides a refactoring for changing old code accordingly.

Retro 2.1: prefer using over

typedef

2.2 Manipulating a Container

Well, outputting just the numbers 1 to 6 stored in a std::vector

is not really interesting. So the question is, how do we get more
interesting numbers into our vector. We can first create an empty
vector and then use the member function push_back(x) to append
the value x to the vector. In contrast to an array, a std::vector will
automatically expand its capacity, when extended using push_back

(). With that information we can create a loop reading numbers
from an input stream and collecting them in a std::vector<int>.1 1 For a more robust version, refer to sec-

tion 1.4
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std::vector<int> fillWhile(std::istream &in){

std::vector<int> v{};

int val{};

while(in >> val)

v.push_back(val);

return v;

}

As with the output, we can use the copy algorithm and a stream it-
erator to fill a vector from an input stream. As you might guess,
we can use std::istream_iterator<int>{std::cin} to read inte-istream_iterator
gers from the program’s standard input stream. However, the in-
put range of copy() needs to denote an end. There is a subtle trick
to define the end of a stream iteration, we have to define a std::

istream_iterator<int>{} that is not bound to a stream at all. When-
ever the input stream reaches end-of-file or another error condition
such as a failed input conversion the input range ends. To avoid hav-
ing to spell out the long name twice, again we use the type alias with
using initer=....

How do we define the output iterator to store values into our
empty vector? We might intrigued to use v.end(), but that is fatal.
The copy algorithm would dereference the end() iterator that doesn’t
point to a valid and existing element and try to store a value there.
This is undefined behavior with all its possible casualties. We need an
output iterator that automatically appends an element to the vector.
Fortunately, the standard library provides one that is incarnated by
back_inserter(v) for a vector v that will use v.push_back() when
written to.22 inserter(v,v.end())

also works.

std::vector<int> fillIter(std::istream &in){

std::vector<int> v{};

using initer = std::istream_iterator<int>;

copy(initer{in},initer{},back_inserter(v));

return v;

}

However, filling a vector from a range given by iterators is possible
directly when constructing the vector, e.g., in a variable definition or
value construction using the type name and an initializer. So the
same effect as above can be achieved simpler through the following
code.

std::vector<int> fillIter1(std::istream &in){

using initer = std::istream_iterator<int>;

return std::vector<int>{initer{in},initer{}};

}

Filling with Constants

If we just need a std::vector of a given size with default values, we
can put the number of elements at the vector variable’s definition.
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Please note that we have to use round parenthesis for std::vector

<int> because otherwise the compiler would want to initialize the
vector with a list of one element instead of sizing the vector accord-
ingly with the number of default elements. For std::vector<std

::string> this ambiguity doesn’t exist, since the number cannot be
used as an element of the vector.

std::vector<int> tenzeros(10);

std::vector<int> five_minusones(5,-1);

std::vector<std::string> fourhellos{4,"hello"};

Other options to guarantee the size of a vector is to use its mem-
ber function resize(n) that shrinks or extends a vector such that its
size() delivers n. A quick means to check if a container is empty is
provided by its member function empty(). For a std::vector this is
equivalent to check size() being zero. But there are other container
types, where calculating their size is expensive and where empty()

is much more efficient.
An alternative to fill an existing container with values is given by

the member function insert(). The member function insert() will
automatically extend the underlying container, so that it is safe to
call insert() with the end() iterator to append values or with begin

() to insert values at the front() of a std::vector. Here are some
examples of applying different variants of insert()

std::vector<std::string> v{};

v.insert(end(v),2,"back");

v.insert(begin(v),3,"front");

v.insert(begin(v),"front again");

v.push_back("back again");

The resulting vector, if output with commas is giving the following
result: front again,front,front,front,back,back,back again,

Even more general are the algorithms fill() and filln() by us-
ing a range or an output iterator respectively. Algorithm fill()

uses a range that needs to have the space for its elements already
reserved, with fill_n we can use the std::back_inserter() or even
an std::ostream_iterator to store the n copies of the value given.
Both functions are demonstrated below filling the first vector with 10

ints with the value 2 and the second, initially empty vector with 3

elements containing "hello"

std::vector<int> v(10);

fill(begin(v),end(v),2);

std::vector<std::string> vs;

fill_n(std::inserter(vs,end(vs)),3,"hello");

Filling with Computed Values

While filling with constant values has some uses, generating more in-
teresting values can also be something useful. Sometimes one needs
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consecutive increasing values, e.g., the numbers from 1 to 100. We
could use a loop, but the algorithm function iota() is the vehicle to
achieve that. It fills a range with increasing values using operator++

based on a given start value.3 A vector with the numbers 1 to 100 is3 Note: there is no iota_n() in the stan-
dard library. created in the following code. Then we use the algorithm accumulate

() to sum up its values to see if it fits our expectation using Gauss’
formula n ⇤ (n + 1)/2. Both these algorithm functions are available
from the header <numeric>.

std::vector<int> v(100);

iota(begin(v),end(v),1);

return accumulate(cbegin(v),cend(v),0);

The library provides further means to fill a range with computed
values through the algorithms generate() and generate_n(). They
both us a function with no arguments to compute the values assigned
to the specified range. For example, to fill a vector with (pseudo-)
random integer values we can use the function std::rand() that is
available in header <cstdlib>.4 As with the for_each algorithm we4 C++ defines a complete infrastructure

for dealing with random numbers and
their distributions. However, its serious
use is far beyond this book’s scope.

can use also a lambda. However, to be able to have a "memory" to
actually generate different results for different calls of the lambda,
we need to capture a variable by reference as such a memory.

std::vector<int> v(10);

generate(begin(v),end(v),std::rand);

std::vector<double> w{};

double x{2.0};

generate_n(back_inserter(w),5,[&x]{return x*=2.0;});

Discarding Elements

After we learned about so many means to put values into a container,
let us look at some means to get rid of them again. The opposites
of push_back() and insert() member functions are pop_back() and
erase(). Like insert() erase(it) takes an iterator within the con-
tainer as an argument and removes that element from the container.
It is also available in a version that allows to specify a range to erase
with two iterators into the range. For example, v.erase(v.begin()
,v.end()) empties the vector v. That can be more easily achieved
with v.clear() as well. Both variants of erase() return an iterator
that refers to the element immediately following the erased elements
or end() if the last element was erased.

std::vector<int> v{1,2,3,4,5};

v.pop_back(); //{1,2,3,4}

v.erase(begin(v)); //{2,3,4}

v.erase(begin(v)+1,v.end()); // {2}

v.clear();//{}

In contrast to the filling algorithms that can insert values, the stan-
dard library’s algorithms for removing elements do not erase ele-
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ments from an underlying container. This is due to the nature of the
standard algorithm interface based on iterators that are decoupled
from the container. While this makes the algorithms more univer-
sal, it also provides a slight challenge to actually get rid of elements
in a container using the algorithms. The erase-remove idiom uses the erase-remove idiom
return value of the remove algorithm as first argument to calling a
container’s erase() member function where the second argument is
the container’s end() iterator. Even if nothing is removed that style
is safe, since calling erase(end(),end()) is a no-op.

std::vector<int> v{1,2,3,4,5};

auto it=remove(begin(v),end(v),3); //{1,2,4,5,?}

v.erase(it,end(v)); //{1,2,4,5}

v.erase(remove(begin(v),end(v),2),end(v));//{1,4,5}

There exist more remove algorithms than the plain remove() look-
ing for a given value in a range. Most interesting is the version
remove_if() taking a predicate. A predicate is a function returning predicate
bool that is computed for each value in the given range. All val-
ues where the predicate returns true are removed from the range and
can be erased afterwards. For example, the program odd.cpp (List-
ing 2.1) reads integral values from std::cin and only outputs the
odd numbers. For better documenting what it does, it stores the
lambda that checks for even numbers in a variable named even. An
alternative would have been to define a function bool even(int x)

{return 0==x%2;} and pass that as parameter to remove_if instead.
The effect of the remove_if algorithm are shown in Figure 2.2

#include <vector>

#include <algorithm>

#include <iostream>

#include <iterator>

int main(){

using in=std::istream_iterator<int>;

std::vector<int> v{in{std::cin},in{}};

auto const even=[](int x){ return 0 == x % 2; };

auto toremove=remove_if(begin(v),end(v),even);

using out=std::ostream_iterator<int>;

copy(v.begin(),v.end(),out{std::cout,", "});

std::cout << ’\n’;

v.erase(toremove,end(v));

copy(begin(v),end(v),out{std::cout,", "});

std::cout << ’\n’;

v.erase(remove(begin(v),end(v),0),end(v));

}

Listing 2.1: odd.cpp
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 values

1 3 5 7 5 6 7 8 after remove

1 3 5 7 after erase

Figure 2.2: effect of remove_if algo-
rithm on vector in Listing 2.1 with the
input "1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8".

2.3 Finding and Counting

Now that we have learned many means to store values in a container,
copy or remove them, an interesting problem domain is still missing:
How to determine if some value(s) exist in a range?

Again we have versions of algorithms that look for a specific value
and those that use a predicate and have a _if suffix to determine
the values wanted. Algorithm find() even exists with an _if_not

suffix that includes a logical negation of the predicate given. All
find algorithms return an iterator denoting the found position or the
end() iterator if nothing is found. Therefore, we need to check if
we actually found something by comparing that iterator with the
end of the range given. The following code demonstrates that by
initializing a std::vector<int> from an input stream and trying to
find the value 42.

void find42(std::istream &in) {

using initer=std::istream_iterator<int>;

std::vector<int> v{initer{in},initer{}};

auto found=find(cbegin(v),cend(v),42);

if (found != cend(v)){

std::cout << "found value " << *found << "\n";

} else {

std::cout << "nothing found\n";

}

}

Finding with a predicate is done similar to our remove_if usage,
just we call find_if() or with the logical negation of the predicate
find_if_not(). Please note, that we use the found iterator as a start
in the call to find_if_not() this allows us to continue the search
from the position we found the last value. This is required if we
want to visit all matching elements in turn until we reach the end.
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void findOdd(std::vector<int> const &v) {

auto odd=[](int x){ return x % 2;};

auto found=find_if(cbegin(v),cend(v),odd);

if (found != cend(v))

std::cout << "found odd value " << *found << "\n";

found = find_if_not(found,cend(v),odd);

if (found != cend(v))

std::cout << "found even value " << *found << "\n";

}

There exist further variations of the theme that you can elaborate
in the exercises. count() works like find() doing a linear search,
but instead of stopping and returning the first position where it
founds the value, it counts the occurrences of the value. Accordingly
count_if() delivers the count on how often the predicate evaluates
to true in the range given. Checking if all, some, or no values of a
range fulfill a predicate can be achieved with the algorithms all_of

(), any_of(), none_of() respectively.

2.4 Summary

That concludes our initial tour-de-force through working with std::

vector, iterators, algorithms, etc. However, what we have learned
does not only work with std::vector but also with the other con-
tainers in the standard library including std::string. This similarity
in behavior and the powerful abstractions make one of the strengths
of C++ and they also show the power of generic code that is written
once and can be applied often.

Iterators versus Ranges The C++ standard does not (yet)
define the abstraction of a range in a single object as it
is provided for example by the language D[Ale10] or the
boost::range library[TO11]. In the future we will get a C++
standard where ranges are a library abstraction with auto-
matic conversion from containers, like the range-based for

statement is providing already. Until then, you need to stick
with iterator pairs and explicitly calling begin() and end()

on your containers when you pass them to algorithms.

Remember, the standard library provides generic containers keep-
ing values, such as std::vector. It further offers a large set of
generic algorithms that work on ranges of values given by iterators.
The iterators in turn provide the glue to use containers with the algo-
rithms. Some iterator types furthermore provide access to values that
are not directly stored in a container, such as std::istream_iterator
. More theory on the concepts of the standard library will be given
later, but now it is time to try things in the exercises.
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For my students I often recommend that they not use hand-written
loops but choose the corresponding algorithm instead. Once you
know the algorithm names and meaning it becomes much easier to
understand a program. It is much harder to analyze a loop to under-
stand its meaning than to know what find_if does, for example.

2.5 Exercises

This time we repeat some of the exercises of the last chapter. How-
ever, now you need to solve the task without writing a loop of your
own, but by using iterators and algorithms of the standard library.
One function you might need to know about is std::distance() that
takes two iterators forming a range and returns the number of ele-
ments in that range. Using distance is convenient for counting all
elements in the range.

If you are unsure about the correct solution, start out with en-
capsulating it in a function and write unit tests first using std::

stringstream objects as input and output substitutes. Create all so-
lutions by using algorithms instead of loops if you can.

Count non-whitespace char

Write a program ’chcount’ to count non-whitespace char values by
reading from standard input with an std::istream_iterator. The
result should be printed on standard output.

Count all characters Modify your program to ’chacount’ that you can
count all characters in standard input including white-space. You
might need to use a std::istreambuf_iterator that reads all char-
acters in input. Can you think of other means to achieve that?

Count words

Write a program ’wcount’ to count words separated by white space
character by reading from standard input. The result should be
printed on standard output. A word should be defined by what
the input operator>> decides to be read as a std::string. Use an
iterator and std::distance() to calculate the result.

Count ’a’s

Write a program ’acount’ to count the occurrences of the letter ’a’ by
reading from standard input. The result should be printed on stan-
dard output. Use a corresponding algorithm to achieve your solution
without further loop or conditional statements in your program.

Count lines

Write a program ’lcount’ output the number of lines available in stan-
dard input. You can do so, by matching the newline character ’\n’.
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Do not write a loop, use a standard algorithm to determine the num-
ber.

Sum numbers

Write a program ’sumi’ to sum up a sequence of integer numbers
given in standard input. Assume only numbers separated by whites-
pace are given. Print the resulting sum on standard output. Do not
use a loop. How much would need to change to sum floating point
numbers instead?

Multiplication table

Write a program ’multab’ to print a multiplication table for the in-
tegers from 1 to 20. Start by filling a std::vector<int> with the
numbers 1 to 20. You shouldn’t use a loop to create the table, there-
fore you might need to nest algorithm calls in a lambda expression
to get the nested iteration. Output can be generated onto an std::

ostream_iterator with an algorithm that ’transforms’ its input.

Decimal Fractions Can you vary your program to print a table of
decimal fractions (’fractab’) for a divided by b, where a and b take
the range from 1 to 10? Also without loops.

Simulated 7-Segment Digit

Program a function printLargeDigit(int i, std::ostream &out)

that will produce a simulated 7 segment digit for the numbers
0,1,2,...,9 given as parameter i. Create a separate library with a
header declaring the function and an implementation file. A tip: use
a std::vector<std::vector<std::string>> and initialize it with the
5 line representation for each digit, e.g., use " - ", "| |" for the first
two rows of digit zero.

Provide unit tests for the output of that number. An example
output for the digit 8 looks as follows:

–
| |

–
| |

–

Scaleable 7-Segment-Digit Vary your function so that it takes an addi-
tional parameter: a scaling factor n. The digit is scaled, by repeating
the middle character of each line n times and by repeating the 2nd
and 4th row of the unscaled digit n times.

Complete 7-Segment Display for Numbers Create another function that
allows you to output a larger number on a simulated 7-segment dig-
its display. We will use that function later on. First start without
scaling and add scaling later. For example, the number 1234 should

be output as

– –
| | | | |

– – –
| | | |

– –
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